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Dear Dr. K.Padmavathi, 

Young Indians (Yi) is an integral part of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CI), a non-government,
not-for-proft, industry led and industry managed organisation playing a proactive role in India's 
development process. Yi was formed in the year 2002 with an objective of creating a platform for young 
Indians to realise the dream of a developed nation. Yi has around 1837 direct members in 37 chapters, 
and engages around 10500 students through chaupals, under the brand Yuva'. The Yi membership 
includes young progressive Indians between the age group of 21 & 40 and comprises entrepreneurs, 
professionals and achievers from different walks of life. "To become the Voice of Young Indians 
Globaly" being the vision of Yi, it provides a platform for young Indians to participate in and contribute 
by becoming an integral part of the Indian growth story. 

With a vision to influence, inspire and motivate milions of students across the country who are the 
pillars of India's progression for the years to come, Yi started its "YUVA" Platform, through which it 
envisions connecting students to the community, the corporate CE0's and the country at large, working 
towards a movement for "Nation Building". 
Yi establishes Chaupal in schools and colleges across the country and each such Chaupal is mentored 
by Yi members. Yi nurtures and supports the Chaupal and helps bring students into mainstream, by 
giving them a platform to work on leadership and nation building initiatives. The agenda of Yi Chaupal 
for the year is done by the students of the institution in consultation with the Yi member who will mentor 
the net, but most of the work in terms of planning and implementation lies with the students (to give 
them accountability and make them responsible)

With 110 student Chaupals across the country and wide spread stretch from Kashmir to Kanyakumari
and from Nagaland to Rajasthan, these Chaupals have made immense impact on the students and 
their societies apart from an opportunity to engage and volunteer for activities at the Yi chapter levels. 

The benefits of being a member of the Yi Chaupal include connection to successful Young Indians who 
can be their role models, an opportunity to start thinking and work for India, to gain experiences on 
leadership and team building, motivation for young minds to see real time difference from their 
counterparts in the country and to engage in activities I initiatives that would have far reaching impact 
on the self and the country. 

I am writing this letter inviting your institution to become a member of the Yi Chaupals. As an 
institution that has set high benchmarks in education, motivation, leadership, holistic development of 
youth and creating opportunities for them to be the change makers, we feel that your institution and its 
students will be able to contribute significantly to Yi and the India Growth story through Yi. 

Please find attached the Yi Yuva Charter which explains the Bye-laws & Guidelines for Formation and 
effective management, performance assessment and recognition of Yi Chaupal along with a few 
literatures of Yi to understand the organization better. 

Kind regards, 

Chair, Yi (GLAD Yuva) 
Yi (Hyderabad Chapter) 
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